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Publisher agrees to publish the Work.  In consideration of such publication, 
Author hereby irrevocably and unconditionally sells, assigns and transfers, 
all right, title, and interest, including, but not limited to, the worldwide 
copyright in the Work, to Publisher.

Publisher shall have the right to secure copyright registration for or 
incorporating the Work, in Publisher’s name, throughout the world, with 
Author’s assistance and cooperation.  Publisher shall have the exclusive 
right to use the Work, and to authorize others to do so, for any and all uses, 
in any and all languages, in any and all media including, but not limited to, 
print and electronic media, and by any and all means, formats, and 
technologies, whether now known or hereafter developed, throughout the 
world, in perpetuity, and without further compensation or consideration of 
any kind to Author or to any other party.

Author may exclude from this assignment images contained in the Work
in which Author claims copyright. Author shall identify such images by 
providing a caption for each image that includes wording such as “© 
[Author’s Name],” or “Copyright [Author’s Name].”  If Author claims 
copyright to an image, Author represents and warrants that no other 
individual or institution claims copyright to this image and that such 
image is not work for hire.  In such instances, Publisher does not claim 
exclusive rights in the image, only the right to publish the image as part of 
the Work in the Journal, in any and all media including, but not limited to, 
print and electronic media. 

The rights described in this Agreement and in the Guidelines pertain only 
to content for which Publisher or Author holds copyright.  If Author
included copyrighted material in the Work under fair use provisions, there 
shall be no additional restrictions on further use of the material.  If, 
however, Author requires permission to include copyrighted material 

owned by a third party in the Work, Author is responsible for determining 
whether any restrictions apply to the use, and further reuse, of such 
copyrighted material in the Work, and obtaining all permissions for 
the inclusion of such copyrighted material in the Work. Author shall 
deliver to Publisher, or its designee, written authorization permitting the 
use of any such copyrighted material, including all images or illustrations, 
included in the Work and agrees to pay all fees and costs associated with 
obtaining such permissions.  Publisher agrees to abide by third party 
restrictions on previously copyrighted material, provided Publisher, in its 
sole discretion, deems such restrictions are not prohibitive.  If third party 
restrictions on copyrighted material are deemed prohibitive, Publisher 
reserves the right to refuse the use of that material in the Work. Author
shall provide third party restrictions (if any) as an addendum to this 
document.

Author represents and warrants as follows:
1. the Work has originated and has been created solely by him/her; 
2. the Work does not infringe any right of, or violate any fiduciary or 
    other obligation to, any other person or entity;
3. the Work has not been published elsewhere (whether in English or 
    another language) in whole or in part, in any form, format, or media, 
    and that the Work has not been submitted for consideration by another 
    publisher;
4. the Work has not been previously sold, assigned, licensed, pledged, or 
    otherwise encumbered;
5. the Work is not defamatory, obscene, libelous, or unlawful; and
6. that Author has obtained written permissions for all copyright material 
    owned by a third party that is included in the Work..

The American Schools of Oriental Research (the “Publisher”) is pleased to 
inform you (the “Author”) that your work, identified above (the “Work”),
has been accepted for publication in its journal, Near Eastern Archaeology
(”the Journal”). 

In consideration of the publication of the Work without any charge to 
Author, Publisher asks Author to assign the copyright in the Work to 
Publisher. As discussed in the “Assignment of Copyright” section below,
Author may exclude from this assignment images that appear in the Work
in which Author claims copyright.  Publisher will grant Author several 
non-exclusive rights described in the “Grant of Rights” section below and 
in the Journal Authors Guidelines available on Publisher’s web site
(www.asor.org) (the “Guidelines”). Publisher may amend the Guidelines 
at any time with or without notice to Author, and Author’s rights in the 
Work shall be governed by this agreement and the Guidelines in effect as 
of the date below. Author will receive no monetary compensation from 
Publisher for the assignment of copyright and publication of the Work.
Please complete, sign, and date this agreement, and return the original to 
Publisher by mail or email, retaining a copy for your files. Electronic 
signatures will be accepted on documents returned via email.

The complete terms of this Agreement concerning publication of the Work
are as follows.

 

Publisher grants to Author the following non-exclusive rights.  Author 
may:
1. reproduce the Work, in whole or in part, in print or in electronic form,
    in any book, article, or other scholarly work of which Author is the 
    author or editor;
2. use the Work for teaching purposes, including course packs and 
    making multiple copies, provided they are used solely for classes 
    taught by Author and are not intended for commercial use;

 

4. provide single copies of the

 

Work in print or electronic form to 
    colleagues for the purpose of scholarly exchange;
5. receive a PDF offprint of the final published Work.

 

3. deposit a copy of the Work on a personal, institutional, or disciplinary web     
    server (each web server must be 'open access' and not commercial in                              
    nature), and/or share an electronic version of the Work received from ASOR  
    that contains a footer on each page of the article describing where readers   
    can subscribe/join ASOR and where the Work can be accessed on JSTOR;  
    (Distribution of any other electronic version of the Work that does not  
    contain the footer is prohibited.)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in connection with any such use of publication, 
Author must post the following statement at the end of the Work:

© [publication date] American Schools of Oriental Research. All rights reserved. 
Republished here by permission of the American Schools of Oriental Research
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Indemnification:

 

Attorney-In-Fact: 

Miscellaneous:  

 

Signature areas for more than two authors will be provided upon request. 

 

FIRST AUTHOR SIGNATURE (sign below): 

FOR The American Schools of Oriental Research: 
Inda Omerefendic 
Publications and Fulfillment Manager   

 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: _________________________________   Date: _____________ 
(Please print or type) 
 
Address: 
__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: _____________________ Fax: ______________________ 

Email: _____________________________________________________ 

Please return to:  

 

 

  

 

The American Schools of Oriental Research
at Boston University 
656 Beacon Street
Fifth Floor  
Boston, MA 02215  
Fax: (617) 353-6575  
Phone: (617) 353-6570
Email: asor@bu.edu 

Author shall hold harmless and indemnify Publisher, its trustees, editors, 
officers, employees, agents, assignees, licensees, and distributees, or any 
of them, against any losses, damages, reasonable legal fees and court costs, 
and other expenses that any of them may suffer or incur by reason of any 
demand, claim, or litigation that may be brought against them, jointly or 
separately, arising from or related to any breach or threatened or alleged 
breach by Author of this Agreement, or Author’s representations, 
warranties, or covenants hereunder.  Author will be given prompt written 
notice by Publisher of any demand, claim, or litigation.
Requirements for Publication:  

Author agrees that editorial control in matters of style, form, and title rests 
with the Publisher.  The Work shall be subject to such editorial revisions as 
Publisher shall deem necessary, provided that such editing shall not 
materially change the meaning or materially alter the text of the Work 
without Author’s written consent.  Author agrees to prepare and revise the 
Work according to the instructions of Publisher and to meet all other 
requirements for publication communicated to Author by Publisher 
including, but not limited to, delivering to Publisher any and all written 
authorizations permitting the use of any copyrighted material owned by a 
third party in the Work. 

Author agrees that Author, or his/her designated agent, will read proofs 
(including PDF proofs) and submit corrections (if any) to Publisher’s 
editor and copyeditor/proofreader within four days of receipt of such 
proofs. If any changes in the proof of the published version (other than 
corrections of printer’s errors) are made at Author’s request or with 
Author’s consent, the costs of such changes shall, at the discretion of 
Publisher, be borne by Author.  Author will be responsible for the 
completeness and accuracy of such corrections.  If Author fails to return 
the proof within the time specified above, Publisher may publish the Work 
without Author’s approval of proof.

Author hereby appoints Publisher as his/her attorney-in-fact to execute 
any documents Publisher deems necessary to record this agreement with 
the United States Copyright Office or elsewhere. At Publisher’s request, 
Author agrees to execute without cost to Publisher any and all copyright-
related documents requested by Publisher, including, but not limited to, 
declarations, assignments, and powers of attorney.  The cost of recording 
and registering ownership rights in the Work shall be borne by Publisher.

This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This Agreement will be binding upon 
the heirs, legal representatives, successors, and assigns of the Publisher 
and Author.  This Agreement constitutes the complete understanding of 
the parties.  Author is not relying upon any statements, warranties, or 
representations except those contained in this Agreement. No 
modification, waiver, or extension of any provision herein shall be valid
unless in writing and signed by both parties, and no waiver shall be 
deemed a continuing one.

SECOND AUTHOR SIGNATURE (if applicable): 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: _________________________________   Date: _____________ 
(Please print or type) 
 
Address: 
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: _____________________ Fax: ______________________ 

Email: _____________________________________________________
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